MISSING STUDENT DISCOVERED IN MCKINLOCK BASEMENT

New facilities overwhelmed sophomore

House officials and HUPD recently called off a campus-wide search for Blake McPeterson, a new sophomore in Leverett who was assumed missing last week, according to a HUPD representative. McPeterson was eventually found in the basement of McKinlock Hall, where he had spent the entire week wandering from room to room, commenting happily to himself on how many cool new things there were to do. At press time, McPeterson was playing foosball against his blockmate, his 10th game of the day. According to witnesses, he had said "last game, I swear," like, probably five times already.

When he first came in contact with McPeterson last Friday, HUPD officer James Blake recalled how the young prospective history concentrator was flipping pancakes in Leverett's new kitchen, reportedly after watching a "How I Met Your Mother" marathon on a large, plasma-screen TV and playing a round of pool. "When I wandered down here on Monday night, I had just planned on doing some laundry and maybe checking out the new facilities," McPeterson said in an interview with the Hare Today. "But then I saw that there was a fully-stocked art room, and I was like 'alright, it's time to finger paint.' I seem to have lost track of time after that."

“" But then I saw that there was a fully-stocked art room, and I was like 'alright, it's time to finger paint.' I seem to have lost track of time after that. "

According to medical professionals, McPeterson experienced what's commonly known as "river house basement envy," an extremely rare medical phenomena during which sufferers are overwhelmed by how much more room there is for activities, and subsequently black out. Dr. Harry Sturgeon of the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, a specialist in the field, expected a full recovery for the sophomore, "as long as he doesn't have that much fun again anytime soon." Dr. Sturgeon continued, "it's dangerous down there, in the Leverett basement. It's so awesome that, in my medical opinion, students should limit their exposure to one, maybe two jam sessions in the new music practice rooms per week, tops."

Tuesday 9/9 8:30 pm
Masters Open House-Monkeybread!

Thursday 9/11 5:00 pm
Not Just Sherry Hour

Thursday 9/11 5:30 pm
Community Night Dinner

Don't forget to sign up for Leverett House IMs!

Think of new uses for McKinlock spaces and art gallery!

MYSTERY MOVIE QUOTE

“Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O. And on that farm he shot some guys. Badda boom badda bing bang boom.”

Answer Next Week!
5 SIGNS YOU’RE BACK AT HARVARD

1. Inviting just as many professors to dinner as you are dates.

2. Showing up to your friend’s place in Harvard apparel doesn’t make you feel like a jerk.


4. A burger at 3:30am is only a short walk, or run, away (depending on how badly you want the burger and how sketched out you are in a deserted Harvard Square).

5. Your lexicon of seemingly dispensable vocabulary words has suddenly regained access to the forefront of your consciousness.

FEEDBACK

The Hare Today is changing! Suggestions? Comments? Send your ideas to editor in chief Katie Manzi at kmanzi@college.harvard.edu. Both old favorites you wish to stay or fresh ideas are welcome.